V.M. No. 1627/IVB-2/2016  

Tender Notice

Quotations are invited from manufacturers/authorised dealers for supply of heavy duty industrial water purifier cum cooler (Total cooling capacity – 400 Lt., Cooling capacity 200 Ltr/hr , Type - Storage , Number of Faucets - 4 or more ) . Rate should be quoted inclusive of all the charges i.e. taxes , delivery charges (delivery and installation is to be made at this office ) etc., if any . Besides, photo copy of PAN Card is also to be furnished. Dealers are also to submit copies of valid dealership certificates.

The quotations must be submitted in sealed cover superscribed “Quotation for supply of industrial water purifier cum cooler “ and addressed to Administrative Officer ,Victoria Memorial Hall , 1, Queen’s way , Kolkata – 700 071 . The quotations are to be dropped in the tender box kept for the purpose in New Administrative Building by 2.00 P.M. of 23.09.16 and the same will be opened on the same day at 3.00 P.M. in presence of such quotationers or their representatatives who wish to remain present.

The successful quotationer will be required to deposit 10% of the work value as “Security Deposit” on demand by V.M.H before the issue of supply order . The Deposit will be refunded not earlier than one month from the date of final payment on receipt of specified supply in good condition.

The right to accept or reject any or all the quotations without assigning any reason is reserved to the Authority.

Administrative Officer